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LIPOMAS
A Lipoma is a benign mesenchymal
tumour comprised of “mature adipocytes”
(namely fat cells). Lipomas are very
common in the dog, rarely in the cat.
Believe it or not I have several small
lipomas on my arms that cause no issue.
They are often picked up in a routine visit,
are non-painful, soft, moveable and slow
growing. Breeds at risk are the Labrador,
Retriever, Doberman, Spaniel and Beagle.
No one knows why they pop up and they
are classified into three groups –
• Simple lipoma – a benign, slow growing
mass that expands rather than invades.
They can get really huge. They are usually
encapsulated and easy to surgically shell
out. They are most commonly seen within
the fat tissue on the trunk and limbs. Very
occasionally they can be found in the
chest and abdomen. Depending on where
they are they can impede movement
causing abnormal gaits and neurological
deficits may be noticed.
• Infiltrative lipoma – These are locally
aggressive, invasive and can disrupt the
surrounding tissues. These have been
known to cause spinal cord compression.
• Myelolipoma – These are benign and can
commonly occur on the spleen, adrenal
glands and liver. We rarely see these.
Diagnosis is made by fine needle
aspiration cytology, radiographs and
ultrasound (especially of lipomas in the
thorax and abdomen or those inbetween
muscle planes). Cytology of the mass can
be done while you wait.
Most lipomas require NO specific therapy.
We usually only suggest surgical removal
if they are impeding motion or function or
in an area that irritates the dog. Surgery is
usually straight forward and it helps having
cautery for the large tumour removals as
they have a decent blood supply. Often
suction drains are inserted due to all the
dead space left and blood tends to want

to pool there. Complications of surgery
can be delayed wound healing, seromas
forming or occasionally nerve damage if
the lipoma is deep.
Recently we had a referral to give our
opinion on lipoma surgery for a 12 year
old Labrador called “Tess”. She’s had a
multitude of lipomas (diagnosed via
cytology) for years but some have started
growing quickly, causing her severe
mobility issues. Kirsty initially saw Tess
and thought she could make a difference
surgically to her quality of life and mobility.
One large lipoma had extended down the
right side of her chest and into her axilla
(armpit), impinging on nerves affecting
limb placement. She kept throwing this leg
outward.
Tess was a trouper under her anaesthetic
and has recovered well. The surgery took
nearly two hours and required lots of
sutures and drains to close large wounds.
Six lipoma masses were removed, the
largest weighing in at 1.6kg. She should
hopefully find it easier to walk now. Tess
was discharged on good pain medications,
weight loss diet and a recommendation
for Physio to help her mobilise quicker and
improve muscle strength. She was a gentle
old soul to treat and we hope we have
made a difference to her quality of life.
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